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LANDSCAPING THE GROUNDS
The purpose of landscaping is to make the grounds around a
house usable for outdoor living and to create an appropriate setting
•for the house. Successful landscaping provides the maximum of
livability and beauty the year round for the minimum of care.
Landscape design of today is expressive of the philosophy of the
present. We believe in living outdoors as much as possible for
reasons of health, also for the spiritual refreshment of close con-
tact with nature, and for the esthetic satisfaction obtained from
spaciousness and natural beauty. Therefore our landscaping is
designed to draw us outdoors and to keep us there, providing play
space and exercise space for different age levels.
The same elements and principles of art and the objectives that
are the basis for planning houses and interior design apply also to
landscape design. Simple and direct use of mass, color, and texture
produces the best gardens of today, whereas formerly they were
dependent on a complex plan for their beauty. Like the other
arts, landscape design has discarded elaborate details for functional
and logical simplicity. Exhibition-type gardens are out of date.
If the owner can afford it, a landscape architect should be em-
ployed to design the, landscaping of a home. The trained person
can organize the space properly, recommend the most suitable
plants, and see possibilities not evident to the layman. The land-
scape architect should be engaged at the same time as the architect,
for the two should work together from the beginning, in order that
the house plans and garden plans be well integrated. The cost of
good landscaping is repaid not only by increased functional and
esthetic value but also by the increased monetary value of the
property itself and of the neighborhood.
The layman who is planning to landscape his own property
would be helped immensely by a few hours of on-the-ground ad-
visory service by a landscape architect. It should be noted that
a horticulturist or a nursery man is not a landscape designer al-
though either can usually provide invaluable information about
plants. The amateur designer should read several good books on
landscape design, should attend garden tours, and should observe
photographs in the garden periodicals. Some elementary informa-
tion about landscape designing for homes is offered here.

